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Abstract

In this paper, we consider that our experience of time (to come) depends on the emotions we feel when we imagine future pleasant or unpleasant events. A positive emotion such as relief or joy associated with a pleasant event that will happen in the future induces impatience. Impatience, in our context, implies that the experience of time up to the forthcoming event expands. A negative emotion such as grief or frustration associated with an unpleasant event that will happen in the future triggers anxiety. This will give the experience of time contraction. Time, therefore, is not exogenously given to the individual and emotions, which link together events or situations, are a constitutive ingredient of time experience. Our theory can explain experimental evidence which shows that people tend to prefer to perform painful actions earlier than pleasurable ones, contrary to the predictions yielded by the standard exponential discounting framework.
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“I come back to the example of the little girl sitting in her bathtub and who dreaded the moment when the nanny would shower her with cold water. She is frightened, but nevertheless, she opens the water-tap herself and trickles some drops of cold water on her naked arm. [...] As anxiety of the little girl increased with the waiting time, she could no longer bear it, and hence preferred to perform, at least partially, the inevitable shock feared in her imagination. But, by this action, she had reduced and almost mastered her anxiety, and through this supreme anxiety has become a sort of heroine.”

Reik, T. (1940). *Aus Leiden Freuden. Masochismus und Gesellschaft* (Translated by the authors.)

1 Introduction

The question of how to evaluate and to compare future outcomes is obviously a major issue in economics. In this regard, a common assumption in economics, in particular in the canonical model of the exponential discounted utility, first formulated by Samuelson (1937), is that people attribute less weight to experiences that will occur in the future, that is, people discount future outcomes. One common explanation for discounting the future is that people are impatient (see Loewenstein 1992), that is, they prefer pleasures sooner rather than later and, as a consequence, they prefer to experience pleasant situations first and less pleasant or unpleasant ones later on. However, over the last decades this model has been widely challenged as experimental evidence has shown that preferences of individuals regularly depart from the exponential discounting predictions (Frederik et al. 2003). In particular, it has been shown that when individuals have to decide on the timing and sequencing of experiences, they are more likely to prefer unpleasant or less pleasant experiences to happen before the more pleasant ones (Loewenstein and Prelec 1991). This suggests a negative time preference, that is, individuals consider that the remote future is more important than the near future. One explanation for such a preference is that the anticipation itself may be a source of pleasure and pain in the present. This would mean that “we are able to consume events before they occur through anticipation” (Elster and Loewenstein 1992, p. 224).

In this article, we will present a different explanation of the negative time preference. The basic intuition of our approach is that the experience of time can depend on the emotional valence of events or situations that people anticipate. For instance, when a person anticipates an event that generates a positive emotion, say spending the next holidays on a sunny beach in the Maldives, she may experience impatience and feels that these longingly awaited holidays may never arrive - that is, the anticipated duration expands. On the other hand, if this same person faces a negative event some time in the future, such as a difficult exam, she feels anxiety and time seems to fly up to this event and it feels to her
as if the exam would arrive too quickly. Hence, the sensation is as if time contracts. This “time experience” is indeed supported by evidence from psycho-physiology and neurobiology. Time, therefore, is not exogeneous to the individual, it is elastic, and this will be influenced by the emotion the person experiences. This elasticity of time makes the next holidays seem so far and the exam so close and so salient that if a person could decide on how to sequence these two events, she would rather prefer to do her exam first and spend her time on the beach afterwards, which would not be the case of a standard discounted utility maximizer.

The paper is organized as follows. In the two first sections, we present experimental results on time perception and emotions in psychophysiology and neurobiology. In a third section, we present what we mean by emotion and define the concept of basic emotion. The fourth section is devoted to the anticipation of future events and how basic emotions interact with intimate time. In a fifth section, we explore the behavioural consequences of our theory in the specific case of deciding now how a person should schedule future actions. In the final section, we conclude the paper.

2 Psychological evidence on time and emotions

There now exists a growing literature in experimental psycho-physiology on time perception and emotions. A typical experiment in physio-psychology investigates the effect of an emotional stimuli on time perception. By time perception, psychologists usually mean objective experimental measures of subjective time. These measures are, to summarise them briefly, of two types. One is called time perception and asks individuals at the end of an interval how much time they thought has elapsed. This is generally captured on an analog scale. The other one, time production, asks subjects to reproduce a previously elapsed time period by pressing a button or saying “stop” when they think that they have gone through the same time interval.\(^1\)

To induce emotions in individuals, psychological experiments usually confront them with different pictures representing household objects, spiders and rats, erotic material or bloody human wounds to mention a few. The reaction to these slides are classified by using two main criteria borrowed from the multidimensional analysis of emotions: affective valence and physiological arousal (Lang et al. 1993).\(^2\) Emotions are thus described in terms

\(^1\)Although the time production method leads usually to larger underestimations of the real duration than the analog scale, these two methods are in general largely correlated (Osato, Ogawa, and Takoaka 1995). It seems also that the difference between the two methods varies with the complexity of the task (Sawyer, Meyers, and Huser 1994).

\(^2\)There exists an International Affective Picture System (IAPS: Center for the Study of Emotion and Attention, CSEA-NIMH, 1995) that has been standardised for self-assessed valence and arousal on large samples of subjects.
of some specific characteristics and not in terms of emotional states such as fear, anger or joy (see Elster 1998; Frijda 2000). Affective valence states whether the induced emotion is located in the positive or negative range of pleasure and pain (generally measured through change of face muscular activity in psychophysiology), while arousal refers to the level of physiological activity (generally measured by skin conductance).3

Typical time perception experiments are conducted using two different experimental settings. One confronts the subject with a stimuli for a given period of time and measures subjective time perception given specific emotional valence and physiological arousal. Here, experimental results offer some evidence that negative stimuli cause an overestimation of time while positive stimuli cause an underestimation of time (Angrilli et al. 1997). The other experiment measures time perception of an individual who has to wait for a specific event to happen. This experiment is indeed the one that economists are generally most interested in, because it resembles the typical situation of an economic agent who discounts future events.4 However, less experiments have been conducted which manipulate the emotional valence in waiting conditions (Curton and Lordahl 1974; Edmonds, Cahoon, and Bridges 1981; Langer, Wapner, and Werner 1961). The problem with waiting time conditions is that subjects are not engaging in any task and one cannot control if and what people are thinking while they are waiting. It is thus difficult for a psycho-physiologist to measure cognitive and emotional activity appropriately (Angrilli et al. 1997). Those kinds of experiments found for instance shorter time estimates for subjects in fear of a coming danger than for subjects in neutral condition Langer, Wapner, and Werner (1961). Inversely, Edmonds, Cahoon, and Bridges (1981) show that subjects who expect a pleasant experience overestimate the actual interval time (time passed relatively slowly for them). Fraisse (1984) argues that the expectation of an agreeable event “leads to paying more attention to the passing of time” (p.24).

Hence, although these experiments on emotions and time differ in their experimental conditions and are not specifically defined to match the idea of our paper, this literature can still give us two first indications: there is a correlation between affective valence, physiological arousal and perceived time and the correlation between valence and perceived time is more likely to be positive for waiting time periods.

---

3In some studies, also the heart rate is used as a proxy of physiological arousal (see for instance, Fox and Calkins 2000). This is however problematic insofar as heart rate changes are also a classic index of the amount of attention paid to a particular task (Angrilli et al. 1997).

4This is not so clear for the case of hyperbolic and quasi-hyperbolic discounting (see for instance Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue 2002 and Laibson 1997 for a more detailed discussion of this). Usually, hyperbolic discounting is interpreted either as being a declining discount rate (hence fitting to the second experimental setting), or as a “momentary salience for the present” such as in Benabou and Tirole (2002) (hence fitting with the first experimental setting). However, it must be said that the fact that a person did stay longer at a party as in Ainslie’s example (Ainslie 1992), contrary to his initial decision, might not have occurred if this same person would have done some other action, say running errands at the supermarket. In that case, the first type of experiments dealing with duration of stimuli may also be of interest for economists.
3 Neurobiology on time and emotions

Neurobiologists also explore the connection between emotions, time perception and decision making. Recent studies of patients with damages to the orbitofrontal cortex\(^5\) (OFC) have shown that these patients report experiencing alteration in emotion experience (Feldman-Barrett et al. 2007; Rolls 2004; Hornak et al. 2003). Alteration in emotion experience is usually gathered in these studies through subjective emotion questionnaires (or emotional change questionnaires when it is addressed to patients after a surgery/brain-injury/illness; Hornak et al. 2003). In these questionnaires, participants report how often they experience some specific emotional states in their current daily life such as sadness, anger, fear, happiness and disgust. The study of patients with damages to OFC is thus supposed to provide good clues about the role of emotions in decision making, and especially about how they may affect economic behaviour, when compared to “normal” people or to patients with other brain damages outside the OFC (Damasio 1994).

More specifically, OFC patients have been shown to perform poorly on successive gambling tasks or tests compared with those who have “intact” emotional processes (Damasio 1994).\(^6\) For instance, in probabilistic reversal tests, subjects are rewarded or punished probabilistically (using artificial money) on a task of visual discrimination learning and reversal test (see Hornack et al. 2004 for details). OFC patients are usually significantly impaired (while other control patients are not) on the reversal task suggesting that they have difficulties in representing reward and punishment – more precisely in updating the relation between stimuli and rewards (Rolls 2004; O’Doherty et al. 2001). Interestingly for our paper, it has been argued that patients with OFC lesions have difficulties to value appropriately immediate rewards against losses in the future due to an inability to be motivated by mental representation of future states (Damasio 1994; Elster 1998). In general, neurobiological studies, however, do not consider explicitly the influence of OFC damage on time perception (Manuck et al. 2003).

One exception is Berlin et al. (2004). There, OFC patients, “normal” people as well as non-OFC patients with lesions outside the OFC\(^7\) undertake a series of tasks (probabilistic reversal test, time perception and production, matching familiar figures, spatial working memory task) and answer a subjective emotion questionnaire as well as different questionnaires that are aimed at measuring impulsivity and personality. In particular, participants estimate time intervals ranging from 10 to 90 seconds and also provide a long

---

\(^5\)The OFC is located within the frontal lobes, resting above the orbits of the eyes. It is defined as the part of the prefrontal cortex that receives projections from the magnocellular, medial, nucleus of the mediodorsal thalamus (see Rolls 2004 for a detailed description of the functions of the orbitofrontal cortex).

\(^6\)It is not our purpose here to insist on the “efficiency” of emotions in decision making. This is however a particularly interesting subject. Elster (1998) presents an interesting discussion of this issue.

\(^7\)In their study, there were mainly patients with dorsolateral frontal cortex (DLFC) lesions.
term estimation at the end of the entire time perception experiment (participants were asked ‘How much time do you think has passed from the moment we started the time task until now?’). First they show the usual alteration in emotional experiences of OFC patients in comparison to “normal” people and non-OFC patients. Second however, they also find that OFC patients have a different perception of time than “normal” patients and non-OFC patients. Results reveal that OFC participants estimated that significantly more time had passed than “normal” participants both for small intervals of time and for the entire experiment. Berlin et al. (2004) argue that OFC patients have a “faster subjective sense of time” (p.1114) which would explain why OFC patients overestimate time in both cases. This argument relies on the cognitive psychology concept of an “internal timer” that “ticks” at different speed and thus gives rise to different time perceptions. For instance, Berlin, Rolls, and Kischka (2004) argue that OFC patients may have a “faster cognitive pace (their internal clocks may run faster)” (p.1120). On the contrary, non-OFC participants report no significant differences with “normal” people on subjective emotions and present no difference in time perception. In summary therefore, according to these above cited neurobiological studies, one can be brought to conclude that there exists a correlation not only between emotions, as defined in subjective emotion questionnaires, and time perceptions, but also between emotions, time perception and (in)sensitivity to rewards and punishments.

We will use the results of these studies as ingredients for our analysis of time perception (or, as we will call it, of “intimate time”). Our approach does not, however, strictly adhere to cognitive studies. Instead of considering an “internal timer” that gives rise to differences in time perception, we rather adopt the idea that individuals “experience” time. As we will explain in section 5, experience of time will be endogenously induced by a particular sequence of actions or events, which are associated with different emotions. Time is therefore not exogenously given to the individual by his or her internal clock (even if this clock may tick differently for different people, it is still a clock). In what we are going to present, emotions will therefore be a constitutive ingredient of time experience. Before doing so, we discuss and define in the next section what we mean by emotions.

4 (Timeless) basic emotions

As we have seen in the previous section, there are usually two ways to study emotions in psychology. One can describe emotions on the basis of some common features (emotional

8Judgements on time therefore depend on “pulse counting” (Varela 1999).
9However, some of their cognitive abilities are damaged - for example non-OFC participants show an impairment in the spatial memory test. What this seems to indicate is that emotions and time perception are not related to the prefrontal cortex as a whole, but are particularly situated in the OFC (see Picton et al. 2006).
10See also Varela 1999 for a (neuro)phenomenological analysis of this argument.
valence, arousal, action tendency, etc.) or categorise specific emotional states as fear, anger, etc. (Elster 1998; Frijda 2000). What seems to lack in these two psychological approaches is a definition of what an emotion is and that would be instrumental enough to be used as a concept in economic theory. The philosopher Pierre Livet however provides us with a more general definition of emotion (Livet 2002). In his view, an emotion is an affective resonance (physiological and behavioural) induced by a differential between the actual situation and a given (perceived or imagined) situation or event, evaluated according to our actual preferences and affective dispositions. The larger the differential, the stronger is the emotion. Note that when emotions are represented as a differential, “surprise” is not a necessary condition for emotions to arise. Hence, we do not rely on any form of “uncertainty” about future events in the present exercise. We simply assume that emotions are induced by imagining some situation that is different from the actual one. For instance, the imagination of an oily, greasy meal is enough to induce the emotional experience of disgust – whether or not we may have to eat such a meal in the future. Our analysis shares some elements in common with Gilbert et al. (2002)’s approach. The authors consider that people predict their hedonic reactions to events by first imagining events without including the temporal information (what they call an atemporal representation) to form hedonic reactions to those mental images.

Let us proceed more formally and consider an actual situation that can be located on the scale of pleasure and pain, say at a utility level \( u \), and another perceived or imagined situation from which the agent derives utility level \( u' \). A basic emotion is then defined as the change in utilities from level \( u \) to level \( u' \) and will be noted \( e(u, u') \). Obviously, when there is no change in utilities, no emotion is generated since there is no differential (in utilities) between the current situation and the imagined situation, \( e(u, u) = 0 \). Two other properties of basic emotions can also be derived directly from Livet’s idea that emotions increase with the differential. First, when my evaluation \( u \) of the current situation increases, while the imagined situation remains the same, the intensity of the emotion decreases. On the other hand, when the evaluation of the future situation \( u' \) increases and my current situation remains constant, then the emotion increases.

According to these primary properties, emotions can have a positive or a negative valence, depending on the value of \( u \) and \( u' \). They also capture the idea that emotions have an “intensity” (for psychologists, valence does not only capture the “sign” of an emotion but can also be positive or negative at various degrees). Basic emotions as they are defined here are thus reminiscent of Kahneman and Tversky’s view that individuals do not only

---

11 In that sense, emotions are not simply “visceral factors” (Loewenstein 2000) such as hunger or drowsiness.
12 Note that our analysis do however depart from Gilbert et al. (2002)’s approach. Gilbert et al. (2002) consider that “our current reactions [to imagined events] are contaminated by our current [affective] circumstances” (p.432) while, in our proposition, emotions are by definition a differential and, hence, are not some sort of bias.
consider pleasure and pain in an absolute manner but also as “gains” and “losses” compared to the current situation (Kahneman and Tversky 1984). For instance, the passage from a pleasant situation to an even more pleasant one will be greeted with joy, whereas the passage from a pleasant event to a less pleasant event will be experienced as frustration. However, if the passage is from a pleasant to a painful situation, the person will experience grief. On the other hand, if a person imagines the passage from a painful situation to a less painful or even pleasant situation, he will experience relief. The emotions described here are thus generated by a differential between two situations, but these situations do not have any specific reference to a particular time, date, or duration. We call these emotions (timeless) basic emotions.

In the psychological literature, the term basic emotions has been used in various contributions, but it has not an unified meaning (Ortony and Turner 1990). For instance, basic (or primary) emotions relate to adaptative biological processes for Plutchik (1980) whereas for James (1884) they rely on bodily involvement (see Ortony and Turner 1990 for other definitions). Although we share with other authors some of the basic emotions such as joy (Plutchik 1980) or grief (James 1884), in our context, emotions are specifically basic emotions if they don’t involve any temporal content.

5 Intimate time, anticipation of future events and emotions

What is therefore the relationship between time and basic emotion? Here, in fact, when we talk about time, we actually mean anticipated duration. The anticipated duration is the intimate interval of time the agent “affectively” experiences between a current situation that generates u at date t and an imagined situation that will generate u′ at a future date t′. This concept is reminiscent of what psychologists call “waiting time periods” as explained in section 2.

This anticipated duration depends in our theory on two factors. A first factor is the experience of physical time, which we call clock-time T hereafter. Between dates t and t′, there is effectivey an interval of time T = t′ – t on which the anticipated duration will depend. The second factor is the basic emotion induced by the variation of utilities u and u′ (we refer to the anticipated duration as ΔT, c(u, u′)) in what follows). What do we now mean by duration as an affective experience? By this, we mean the interplay between basic emotions c(u, u′) and the sentiment of the passage of (clock) time T. What differentiates the sentiment of the passage of time from (basic) emotions? Whereas an emotion refers to the pain or pleasure differential (variation), a sentiment is, according to Livet (2002), an emotion that has become “stabilized”, that is, the experience of the emotion has become autonomous from the original pain and pleasure differential. In that sense, the sentiment of the passage of time is an invariant.
It has been argued that variations (emotions) are essential to uncover the invariant, *i.e.* the sentiment. Varela (1999) in his phenomenological study of *nowness* evokes a “shift of transparency” that makes time “visible”. The carpenter hammering instinctively does not experience time. Only when he hits his finger – shift of transparency – he notices time. This relates to the old philosophical debate on time and change. If the world completely freezes, does time pass (Scott 1995)? That is, the question is if we need to observe changes in order to say that time has passed. Translated into our context, the question is if we need to experience emotions in order to feel that time passes? In a first time yes because as we explained above, we need emotions to install a sentiment of time, *i.e.* we need the variance in order to install the invariant. However, suppose the individual would thereafter be held in a vacuum. We might suppose that a form of hysteresis of the sentiment of time persists at first such that the individual notices the passage of time. But when hysteresis has ebbed away, the individual would literally be left in a timeless vacuum. However, living individuals are not in a vacuum, but live their lives in a changing world. Hence, even if they themselves did not have any emotions, there are external changes affecting the world (even if this were only the ticking of a nuclear clock), which create the sentiment of the passage of time. Formally, this means that $\Delta(T,0) \neq 0, \forall T > 0$.

The experience of clock-time $T$, hence the sentiment of the passage of time, on which the anticipated duration depends, refers to the anticipated effective experience of the (clock) time interval between two different dates $t$ and $t'$. When the clock-time interval increases, the anticipated duration increases and vice versa.

The relationship between basic emotions and anticipated duration is slightly more complicated. It helps us to link anticipated duration to particular emotional (time) experiences. If the anticipated situation represents an improvement in relation to my current situation, thus generating joy or relief, the person’s sense of anticipated duration will increase. This means more precisely that an anticipated joyful experience will expand the experience of time and this will induce what we call *impatience* (formally, $\Delta(T,c)$ increases). A person therefore experience impatience only when she imagines an improvement relative to her current situation that will takes place at a particular date. Note that our concept of impatience is notably different from the one usually emphasised in the economic literature (see Loewenstein 1992 for a review). In the standard discounted utility theory, impatience is solely the preference for the present: one simply cannot withhold the desire for present gratifications. Impatience therefore seems to be like a general psychological characteristic of human being or a personality trait that could vary in degrees depending on individuals (Fisher 1930; Böhm-Bawerk 1889).

On the other hand, if the anticipated situation represents a deterioration of the current situation, thus creating *frustration* or *grief*, the person’s sense of duration will decrease. Thus, an anticipated painful or less pleasant event will shorten the time experience of the
individual and this will induce what we call anxiety (formally, $\Delta(T,e)$ decreases). Intuitively, a negatively evaluated event with respect to the current situation seems to arrive too quickly and time thus feels shorter.

Hence, in our theory, impatience and anxiety can be seen as two meta-emotions generated by the combination of time with basic emotions, i.e. basic emotions trigger impatience and anxiety when time is added as an extra dimension.\textsuperscript{13} In that sense, an individual can be seen to be impatient about the forthcoming joy and anxious about the future grief or frustration. The definitions of these two meta-emotions imply a general property of the effect of basic emotions on the anticipated duration. That is, the anticipated duration increases with the basic emotion: the more joyful the event, the longer becomes the anticipated duration and vice versa. We thus assume that there is a positive correlation between intimate time and what the psycho-physiologists call emotional valence, which is in accordance with the literature we reviewed earlier. Note also that the concern for (in)sensitivity to rewards and punishments emphasised by the brain studies appears in our theory through the basic emotions. The change in situation seen as improvement or deterioration induces positive (joy, relief) or negative emotions (frustration, grief) that will generate an increase (impatience) or decrease (anxiety) of anticipated duration. In addition to this, one can also assume that as time goes on, the effects of basic emotions on duration are less salient. In other words, the extension effect of time induced by positive emotions has a stronger effect in the short than in the long run (and respectively so for negative emotions). This would mean that we have a decreasing marginal effect of basic emotion on duration. We explore in the next section the behavioural consequences of our theory. To do so, we focus on a particular setting: deciding now how a person should schedule (two) future actions. This is insofar interesting since standard discounting theory predicts irrevocably that highest pleasures should come first.

6 Sequence of actions and “time reversal”

Suppose that you have to do a number of tasks and you have to decide in which order to do them. Some tasks are pleasant while others are unpleasant tasks or duties. To follow Loewenstein and Prelec (1991)’s experiment, suppose for instance that you have to plan two visits to the city where you once lived on two successive weekends. You can either meet “former work associates whom you like a lot” or “an irritating, abrasive aunt who is a horrendous cook”. The question is how to spend these week-ends.

More generally, consider a situation in which a person has to decide now when to undertake two actions $A$ and $A’$. One has to be done at a date $t$ while the other has to

\textsuperscript{13}see Elster (1998) on the definition of meta-emotions
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be done at some date $t'$ and the person has to decide now ($t = 0$) in which sequence she will undertake these two actions. The two actions can be located on the scale of pain and pleasure respectively by the instantaneous utilities $u$, which has the value $P$, and $u'$ with value $D$. The utility levels $P$ and $D$ are such that $D < P$ but can either be positive or negative. Depending on the sign of $P$ and $D$, we will therefore be in the space of pleasures, in the space of pains, or both. Back to Loewenstein and Prelec (1991)’s experiment, it is important to note that there are actually three situations to consider (and not two at it may first appear): the visit to the aunt, the visit to former work associates, but both are considered from the current situation in which the person is right now. If we take this current situation as the reference point with $u = 0$, the visit to the aunt constitutes a pain ($D < 0$) an the visit to former work associates a pleasure ($P > 0$) in relation to the current situation in which the person experiences no pleasure or pain.

In the standard discounted utility (DU) framework, the decision is clear: the more pleasant task will be done first followed by the less pleasant one. In this framework, the intertemporal utility is:

$$ U(u, u') = B(t)u + B(t')u' $$

(1)

where $B$ is the discount factor that actualises future utilities. In the standard framework, $B$ takes the form $B(t) = e^{-\tau t}$ where $\tau$ is the positive discount rate. An alternative definition of the discount factor (in discrete time) is $B = \left[1/(1 + \delta)\right]^t$. In both specifications, the discount factor $B$ decreases with the time horizon, which means that people attribute more weight to the near future than to the distant future. The key point is that the discount factor in both cases is an exponential transformation of time.\textsuperscript{14} This is important in so far as exponential discounting is known to be the only transformation that satisfies time consistency axioms (Strotz 1956). Time consistency following exponential discounting means that the relative weights attributed to two future dates $t$ and $t'$ do not depend on the date $s \leq t$ at which this future is considered. This is obtained in particular with $B = e^{-\tau t}$, a case in which changes in the discount factor are constant with respect to the time horizon.\textsuperscript{15} It thus follows that the intertemporal utility of the sequence $(P, D)$, $U(P, D) = B(t)[P + B(T)D]$, with $T = t' - t$, is always larger than the intertemporal utility of the sequence $(D, P)$, $U(D, P) = B(t)[D + B(T)P]$. Hence, in the standard exponential discounting utility framework, pleasures are preferred to be experienced earlier, before smaller pleasures or pains.

However, this is indeed precisely not what Loewenstein and Prelec (1991) find in their experiment. When subjects in the experiment had to state their preference, 90% chose to meet the aunt first and leave the pleasant meeting with friends for the next weekend. Such responses suggest a negative discount rate, that is, the discount factor is such that the

\textsuperscript{14}The exponential transformation implies that we can write $B(t) < 1 = B(0)$ for a positive discount factor $\tau$ and $B(t') = B(t)B(t' - t)$.

\textsuperscript{15}Formally, $-B/T = -1/B \times \partial B/\partial T = \tau$ is constant. More general specifications that still satisfy time consistency are recursive utility (Koopmans 1960) or variational utility (Geoffard 1996).
distant future is more “important” than the near future (formally, \(B(T) > 1\)). Similarly, Loewenstein (1987) provides examples of experiments in which many subjects prefer to delay by a few days a positive experience (“a kiss from the movie star of your choice”), or to get rid as soon as possible of a painful experience (“a (non-lethal) 110 volt shock”). Loewenstein (1987) develops a model in which anticipation in itself may generate positive or negative present utility, and calls these phenomena savouring and dread respectively.

The path we follow here is quite different. We try to explain such kind of behaviour through the actualisation of future utilities. That is, in our theory, anticipation affects intertemporal utility by changing the discount factor (and not through some “utility from anticipation”).\(^{16}\) The question therefore is how an action or event at \(t’\) is evaluated from the point of view of \(t\)? In our theory, when this action or event provokes a change in instantaneous utility level from \(u\) to \(u’\), it generates the basic emotion \(e = e(u, u’)\). This emotion acts on the anticipated duration through a function \(\Delta(T, e)\), where remember, \(T = t’ - t\) is the clock-time duration between the two dates. Following the previous section, we assume that \(\Delta(T, e)\) is increasing in both, clock-time \(T\) and the emotion \(e\). The present value of \(u’\) is now given by \(B[\Delta(T, e(u, u’))]u’;\) where \(B\) is the discount factor associated with the anticipated duration \(\Delta\). In our approach, the discount factor becomes an exponential transformation applied to the anticipated duration \(\Delta(T, e)\) instead of the clock-time duration \(T\) only as in the standard approach. This means that \(B[\Delta(T, e(u, u’))] = \exp[-\tau\Delta(T, e(u, u’))]\), where \(\tau\) is the positive instantaneous discount rate. We therefore assume that the discount factor \(B\) decreases with \(\Delta\). Sooner pleasures are still preferred to later ones but the terms sooner and later are now associated with \(\Delta\) rather than \(T\). More precisely, the exponential specification implies that the discount factor \(B[\Delta(T, e(u, u’))]\) decreases with \(T\) (this is the standard horizon effect mentioned above), and decreases with the basic emotion \(e\) (a stronger positive emotion increases the anticipated duration. It thus has a similar effect as an increasing clock-time horizon \(T\)).

So far we have explained in what consists the discount factor. What we now have to do is to define the time preference. Time preference is generally defined as the effect of clock time \(T\) on the discount factor \(B\). In the standard approach, time preference is captured directly in the positive discount rate \(\tau\). Note however that in this standard approach, time preference can be used interchangeably with “impatience”, that is, time preference is not seen as being separated from psychological characteristics such as impatience as mentioned in the previous section. For instance, Becker and Mulligan (1997) say that “[a] patient person […] has […] a low rate of time preference” (p.731, italics added). In our framework, however, time preference will be a combination of two effects: the effect of clock-time \(T\) on \(\Delta(T, e)\), which depends on the psychological effects of impatience and anxiety, and the effect of \(\Delta\) on \(B\), which, in our specification is captured by the discount rate \(\tau\). Hence, given that the psychological effects are captured by the effect of \(T\) on \(\Delta\),

\(^{16}\)Jevons (1905), quoted by Loewenstein (1987).
the second effect captured by $\tau$ cannot any longer refer to impatience as in the standard approach. The question therefore is what effect the discount rate $\tau$ accounts for. One could for example legitimate this discount rate $\tau$ with the philosopher Derek Parfit’s argument of connectedness between the person now and some future state (Parfit 1984). In this view, a person is weakly connected throughout time if this person considers herself to be a “different” person in the future. In such cases, Parfit claims that the person “can rationally care less about [her] further future” (Parfit 1984, p.313). This would explain the existence of $\tau$.\textsuperscript{17}

Now that we have explained the elementary concepts surrounding the discount factor $B(.)$, which consists of exponentially discounting the anticipated duration, instead of the clock-time only, we are going to explain the mechanics of our approach and apply it to particular sequences of actions. As we have said, in our framework, basic emotions affect anticipated duration. Given that we discount anticipated duration, basic emotions will also have an impact on the discount factor. Assume that an event generates a positive (timeless) basic emotion (joy or relief). When this “positive event” will be in the future, the anticipated duration until this event happens increases, that is, the event generates impatience. This impatience is added to the positive discount factor $\tau$ and together they thus form a positive rate of time preference, which means that the discount factor $B(.)$ as such decreases.\textsuperscript{18} This means that an event that generates a positive emotion appear to be further away and hence receives less weight in the distant future than the same event in the near future. In the symmetric case of a negative basic emotion (grief or frustration), a person feels anxiety and the event will appear to be much closer. If this negative effect dominates $\tau$, the rate of time preference may be negative. This means that the discount factor $B(.)$ increases and consequently, the distant future becomes more important than the near future. We call this phenomenon time reversal.

Back to our problem, choosing the sequence of actions $(P, D)$ brings the discounted stream\textsuperscript{19}

\[ U(P, D) = B(t, e(0, P))[P + B(T, e(P, D))D], \]

whereas choosing the sequence $(D, P)$ brings:

\[ U(D, P) = B(t, e(0, D))[D + B(T, e(D, P))P] \]

\textsuperscript{17}This argument has spawned a lively debate in philosophy and we don’t want to dwell upon this issue too much in this paper. See Masson (1995) for an elaborated review on time and identity, especially in the context of economics. Masson (1995) also provides other interesting arguments based on survival, existential nodes and life trajectories which can justify certain types of time preference. However, it seems to us that the important difficulty that remains is where to draw the line between arguments concerning time preference as such and arguments concerning future ‘utilities’ (uncertainty, opportunity costs) – see Frederik, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue (2003).

\textsuperscript{18}Remember that the discount factor is a decreasing function of anticipated duration.

\textsuperscript{19}For the sake of simplicity, we now note $B[\Delta(t, e)] = B(t, e)$. 
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where the referent utility level at the current date \((t = 0)\) is normalized at zero in both cases. Even in this very simple set up, four emotions have a potential impact on the decision: the comparison of \(P\) and \(D\) with the reference point 0, \(e(0, P)\) and \(e(0, D)\), and the two comparisons of \(P\) with \(D\) depending on their time ordering, \(e(P, D)\) and \(e(D, P)\).

Notice that if emotions do not affect anticipated duration \(\Delta(t, e) = t\), hence the discount factor \(B(.)\) will also be independent of the emotion \(e\) and we immediately have the result of the standard discounting framework, that is, more enjoyable tasks are always preferred to be done earlier (as soon as \(B(T) \leq 1\)). This underlines the fact that in order to obtain time reversal (and, consequently, negative time preference), emotions must have a strong impact on time discounting. It also seems reasonable to assume that \(B(t, e(0, P)) P\) is larger than \(B(t, e(0, D)) D\), that is, when only one future action is considered, an action with higher utility \(P\) will be preferred to another one with lower utility \(D\). Also, if the future date is remote, i.e. if \(T\) is large, then \(B(T, e)\) will assumed to be small for any basic emotion \(e\). Consequently, the intertemporal utility of the sequence \((P, D)\), \(U(P, D)\) will be larger than that of the sequence \((D, P)\), \(U(D, P)\). Thus time reversal may only occur if the future date is not too remote, which seems also to be the case for savouring (Loewenstein 1987).

To give an example of time reversal, suppose that for a time duration \(t\), that is, from the referent time to a first event, emotions do not play an important role. In that case, we would have both \(B(t, e(0, P))\) and \(B(t, e(0, D))\) close to the same value, say \(B\). Consider next the passage from a first to a second event and suppose that the difference between instantaneous utility levels \(D\) and \(P\) is very large, so that emotions \(e(D, P)\) and \(e(P, D)\) are strong (in absolute value). If \(B(T, e)\) responds strongly to changes in \(e\), this implies that \(B(T, e(P, D))\) may be very small, whereas \(B(T, e(D, P))\) may be large, say close to 1. In that case, \(U(D, P)\) is close to \(B.D\) (future outcome \(P\) is very much discounted), whereas \(U(P, D)\) is close to \(B.(P + D)\) (future outcome \(D\), worse than \(P\), is considered “as salient” as the immediate outcome \(P\)). If \(P\) is negative, then \(B.D\) is preferable to \(B.(D + P)\), which implies time reversal. Anxiety is so strong that it makes \(D\) in the remote future as salient as \(D\) in the near future, whereas impatience is so strong that it reduces any \(P\) except if it occurs today.

The previous example points out an interesting feature: we assume that \(B(t, e)\) was not sensitive to changes in \(e\), whereas \(B(T, e)\) was very responsive to such changes. If the duration between first and second event, \(T\) is larger than \(t\), the duration between the referent date and the first event, \(B(t, e)\) will not be sensitive to changes in \(e\), whereas \(B(T, e)\) will be very responsive only if emotions have a stronger impact on the discount factor in the remote future (formally, the cross derivative \(B_{Te}\) is negative). This, however, may not be a reasonable assumption.\(^{20}\) On the other hand, if \(t\) is larger than \(T\), then we may have

\(^{20}\)Nevertheless, one could argue that when events are in the distant future, it may be cognitively difficult to represent them and to make explicit time-outcome trade-offs. Manzini and Mariotti (2004) call this
time reversal with $B_{T_t}$ positive. In that case, we need the two basic emotions $e(P, D)$ and $e(D, P)$ to have a strong impact on $B(T, .)$, whereas we wish to keep the basic emotions $e(0, P)$ and $e(0, D)$ with minor impact on $B(t, .)$. Though we have no formal proof of this conjecture, it seems that this is possible only if the distance between $D$ and $P$ is larger than the distance between either $P$ or $D$ to 0, i.e. if $D < 0 < P$: time reversal may occur only if one outcome is positive and the other negative (see Appendix A for a numerical example).

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we incorporate emotions into intertemporal decision making. The main feature of our approach is that time is not absolute but may rather have a certain “elasticity” for the person, which will depend on the kind of emotions she experiences. Emotions are considered here to be affective resonances of differentials between situations (Livet 2002). Timeless comparisons of two situations or events give raise to basic emotions (grief, frustration, relief or joy). When this event is in the future, the basic emotion will trigger the time-related meta-emotions of impatience and anxiety. More precisely, a positive emotion such as relief or joy associated with an event that will happen in the future induces impatience. Impatience, in our context, implies that the experience of time up to the forthcoming event expands. A negative emotion such as grief or frustration associated with an event that will happen in the future triggers anxiety. This will give the experience of time contraction. Time, therefore, is not exogeneously given to the individual and emotions, which link together events or situations, are a constitutive ingredient of time experience. How time is experienced will depend on how events and situations are sequenced in the future. To a certain extent, our approach thus shares some elements with Bergson’s concept of “duration” (Bergson 1927).

We then explore some behavioural consequences of our theory. We do so by studying a specific decision problem, namely how best to plan given (pleasant and unpleasant) actions. This problem is interesting insofar as experimental evidence suggests that unpleasant or less pleasant actions are more likely to be preferred earlier. The standard exponential discounting framework, however, leads to the inverse preference, namely that greater pleasures are preferred earlier. Our approach however shows that when anxiety and impatience are strong enough, a person can prefer unpleasant situations to be in the near future rather than in the remote future.

Much work remains however to be done. In particular, we have not explored time consistency problems, currently widely discussed in economics. This refers, for instance, phenomenon *time vagueness*. In this situation, emotions may also have a strong impact as an heuristic for decision-making.
to situations where a person decides that she is going to undertake actions in a particular order, but will then disregard her initial decision later on when some actions have already been performed. We believe however that we provide in this contribution an interesting way to introduce emotions in the experience of time.
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A numerical example of negative time preference

In this Appendix, we provide a numerical example of situations in which time reversal occurs even under the more reasonable assumption that $B_{T_e}$ is positive. As previously, consider firstly the basic emotion generated by the two successive actions $A$ and $A'$ which generate utility levels $D$ and $P$ respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we assumed in this numerical example that an emotion is simply the difference between the two utilities of each action such that

$$e(A_t, A_{t+1}) = u(A_{t+1}) - u(A_t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $A_t$ and $A_{t+1}$ is the action undertaken at date $t$ and date $t + 1$ respectively. The anticipated duration function $\Delta(.)$ which combines the sentiment of the passage of (clock) time $T$ and the basic emotion $e(A_t, A_{t+1})$ is defined such that:

$$\Delta(T, e(A_{t+1}, A_t)) = T + \frac{\gamma}{\tau}[u(A_{t+1}) - u(A_t)] - \frac{\beta}{\tau}[u(A_{t+1}) - u(A_t)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In keeping with our previous definitions, the anticipated duration increases with $T$, increases when $u(A_{t+1})$ increases and decreases when $u(A_t)$ increases. Transforming the anticipated duration by an exponential function gives the discount factor: $B = \exp(-\tau T + \gamma[u(A_{t+1}) - u(A_t)] - \beta T[u(A_{t+1}) - u(A_t)])$. The parameter $\gamma$ controls for the impact of basic emotion on the discount factor. Namely, when $\gamma$ is large, basic emotions generate more anxiety or impatience. The interaction term $\beta T[u(A_{t+1}) - u(A_t)]$ allows us to illustrate the role of the decreasing impact of emotions on time when the time horizon increases.

Note that the duration function reduces to the standard discount factor when $\gamma$ and $\beta$ equal zero. Conversely, when $\tau$ and $\beta$ equals zero, only emotions matter. Each graph in figure 1 presents the difference $\Delta U = U(P, D) - U(D, P)$ for different set of parameter values (with $t = 0$ and $t + 1 = 1$). The area in light gray (resp. in deep gray) indicates that the utility difference is positive (resp. negative) which means that the optimal sequence is to do $P$ first and $D$ second (resp. to do $D$ first and $P$ second).

Figure 1(a) only accounts for the impact of basic emotions on the anticipated duration, i.e the agent does not feel the passage of time. In this case, the standard result, that to do $P$ first, holds when $P$ and $D$ are both positive or negative in comparison to the initial level (denoted 0 in the figures). When $P$ is positive and $D$ negative, the standard result does not hold anymore and $D$ should be done first. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) consider the case where both the sentiment of the passage of time and the basic emotions have an impact on anticipated duration. We do so for different values of $\tau$ and $\gamma$. They show that there exists an area, when $P$ is positive and $D$ negative, where the sequence $DP$ is still preferred over the sequence $PD$. Finally, Figure 1(d) illustrates the case where the cross derivative $B_{T_e}$ is not
Figure 1: Time preference, emotions and sequence of outcomes

always negative (this is done by playing with the parameters in B). Note that the violation of the decreasing marginal effect of basic emotions when clock-time increases implies that the sequence $DP$ could be also chosen when both $P$ and $D$ are positive relatively to the initial situation.